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friend?How did you meet?What do you do with your friend?Tell me

the way you make friends with others and youu think what people

should be your friends?My best friend isxxx. We were in the same

class for 5 years. At that time, we often gather together to study and

play. Now, we work in the same company.Friendship is extremely

important to me. It’s like being brothers or sisters, but even more

than that. I mean, I would do nearly anything for my friend,and I

would expect that he would do the same for me. If he didnt help me

when Iwas in need, then I would not consider him a good friend. I

have a lot ofdifferent kinds of friends. Some are loud, others are shy. I

prefer having a realvariety of friends.1) Do you think it is easy to

make friends in China?Yes, of course. Nowadays, transportation and

communication are easy andconvenient. We have more

opportunities to meet all kinds of people and make friends with

them. 2) what do you think the difference between adults and

children making friend?The difference is attitude or mindset between

adults and children makingfriend. In general, children like to make

friend with good students because theycan help each other in

studying. But adults make friends with anyone they like. 3) How do

children make friend?Children to children.4) What is the most

important thing in friendship?Trust.5) What is the second important

thing in friendship?Helping each other.6) What makes friendship



break up? MisunderstandingFor example, when I studied in

Chongqing University, one day, my roommatelost his watch. He

thought I had taken it. At that moment, I was very angry but Isaid

nothing, and then I helped him to look for the watch. Finally, we

found itin his pocket. My roommate apologized to me. I forgave him

his rudeness. So, Ithink trust is the most important thing between
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